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It is interesting that many studies show while 67% of small businesses will survive past the 2Y mark,

only 44% will make it as long as 4Y. Businesses aren't lemmings, however and grouping them all into

such broad buckets can be quite dangerous. This is important not only because Independent bankers

make lots and lots of loans to small businesses, but also as we look at the behavior of such

businesses when interest rates begin to shift around. Given the flat nature of the current yield curve,

getting a better handle on the some of the quirks of our customers' behavior is a worthy endeavor.

This brings us to an old saying in bank asset-liability management ("ALM") that says it is always the

next 100bp that hurts the most. You see, human behavior is a bit quirky and it is certainly not

symmetrical. As one ponders that, consider that businesses do not act the same way when rates go

up 100bp as they do when rates drop 100bp. In addition, businesses do not act the same way the first

time rates rise or fall 100bp, as they do when rates rise or fall the next 100bp. In fact, on the way

toward an up 300bp scenario, the first 100bp accounts for 53% of the duration shift for bank fixed

rate assets, while the remaining 100bp shifts make up the rest. Consider that the lower the rate on

the asset, the more interest rate sensitivity it exhibits. Put another way, a loan originated at 6% will

be less likely to prepay when rates rise to 7%, than a loan originated at 7%. Another point to keep in

mind is that with each passing day, the percentage of a bank's assets originated at "current" rate

levels increases (particularly the longer the curve remains flat). Looking back over the history of

banking, there have been few times when the dispersion of individual interest rates has been so

closely grouped together. Just as diversification helps with credit, so it does with rates. Closely

grouped asset and liability rates increase interest rate sensitivity. One quick way to check this on an

ALM model is to see what the duration difference is between up 100bp and down 100bp rate shocks.

If these are similar, either your bank has originated and purchased assets without optionality (highly

unlikely), or the model is not calibrated properly. Second, compare the duration difference in the up

100bp and up 200bp scenarios. Subtract the duration from each other. If these numbers are the

same, find out why. Very few assets will react in parallel fashion in the real world. Remember, that

when measuring bank performance, extension risk has historically presented a bigger problem for

independent banks than contraction risk. Just because we have a flat rate curve now does not mean it

will stay that way forever. Having a poorly calibrated ALM model gives the bank a false sense of

security, while leaving the door open to a future of potentially higher levels of underperforming

assets. Small business customers are not lemming and they certainly do not behave the same way all

the time in all rate environments. Understanding this is the first step to enhancing the robustness of

the ALM modeling process.

BANK NEWS

Technology

Bankers still thinking they don't have to focus on technology and innovation may want to take note

that studies show 65% of people with Internet access use it to search potential purchases made at

local retail establishments. Another survey found that nearly 90% of people occasionally or regularly

research products online before buying in a store. We wonder how many people type in "bank" and

their city or state to see what pops up.

ID Theft
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A new study finds the top states for ID theft, in order, are NY, CA, AZ, OR and WA. The study also

found people with incomes above $150k were the most at risk. Interestingly, only 10% of ID theft

involved truly stolen IDs, while the remaining portion involved criminals that created identities with

both real and false data.

Vacation Anyone

A new study finds 76% of executives took care of office issues at least a few times per week while on

vacation. Perhaps more startling, one-third said they conducted business every day they were on

holiday.

Buybacks

A study finds that in 2006, taking stock buybacks and subtracting out new stock issuance resulted in

a net equity consolidation of $585B in this country. Low long-term interest rates, low PE ratios and

high M&A activity are driving more companies to consider this option.

Executive Pay

In 2005, the latest survey year available, the average CEO in the S&P 500 earned 369 times more

than the average worker.

Presentations

Bankers making presentations to customers should know that anthropological studies indicate less

than 35% of a message is communicated by speaking, while the rest is picked up based on body

language and facial expressions.
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